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Abstract

Autonomous vehicles are evolving from a futuristic dream to current reality
as technology becomes more and more mature. However, their presence on the
highways will demands precise control over lateral and longitudinal positioning.
This thesis, completed at Scania Group AB in Södertälje, mainly focuses on the
design of longitudinal controllers for trajectory tracking without compromising
already mature control solutions. To this end, a virtual vehicle is created to
extrapolate where the vehicle is supposed to be in time, and its position and
velocity are used as reference inputs. Then, two different control strategies (a
PD controller and a lead compensator) based on position error and velocity
error are developed. A breaking algorithm is also developed to use service
brakes on an Heavy-duty vehicle effectively. Numerical studies highlight that
the proposed controllers exhibit excellent performance while tracking both po-
sition and velocity trajectories. The proposed controllers are examined in three
different test cases: varying velocity, executing lane changes, and driving in an
environment with significant changes in topology. In all test cases, the position
error is less than 1m, while the velocity error is less than 0.5m/s. Compared
to the existing controller, developed in Scania Group AB, these controllers im-
prove the tracking performance significantly. Also, both controllers improve
robustness against lateral changes and exogenous forces.
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Sammanfattning

I och med att forskningen mot det första autonoma fordonet fortgår, så
har många komplexa problem fått lösningar och uppmärksamheten har vänts
mot andra problem. Detta examensarbete, utfört på Scania gruppenAB i Sö-
dertälje, utforskade longitudinella regulatorer som minimerar positionsfel och
hastighetsfel för lastbilar, genom att implementera en två regulatorer i kaskad,
en som styr på positionsfel och en som styr på hastighetsfel. Det autonoma for-
donssystemet utnyttjade path following, vars system modifierades för att skapa
ett virtuellt fordon som följer hastighetsprofilen perfekt och möjlighetgör tra-
jectory tracking istället. De två regulatorer som implementerades var en PD
regulator samt en fasavancerade regulator. Regulatorerna utvärderades i tre
olika test: Varierande hastighet, byte at körfält samt körning på väg med va-
rierande topologi. En bromsalgoritm var även implementerad för att se till att
bromsarna används sparsamt men effektivt. Resultatet blev att båda regulato-
rerna försäkrade att lastbilen kan minimera felet i hastighet och position, med
ett största fel på 1m i position och 0.5m i hastighet i alla test. Regulatorerna
var även robusta mot laterella förändringar samt utomstående krafter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This master thesis covers the implementation of longitudinal upper-level controllers
for autonomous Heavy-Duty vehicles (HDV) at Scania, with the intention of creating
a vehicle able to track a position in time without compromising already functional
control solutions.

1.1 Introduction

In the last decades, the scientific progress and contributions to the goal of creating
fully autonomous vehicles has been substantial. Each year brings new solutions and
what before seemed like fiction is now not too far from becoming a reality. However,
it is a problem of many different dimensions. The decisions on how to solve specific
problems can have substantial consequences for how the autonomous vehicle of the
future might work.

If one were to study how an autonomous vehicle might work, it can be roughly
summarised by Figure 1.1. Each system presented as a circle has a great underlying
complexity and needs to cooperate as intended if the vehicle is to work. There
are however many ways to achieve this, both due to implementation options and
implementation restrictions. For instance, the planner has the mission to supply a
plan that can be used without system failure. It can however do so in many ways.
For instance, it can assume either a trajectory tracking or path following approach.
While trajectory tracking supplies a plan as a number of points associated with
different times indices, path following supplies a number of points which are associ-
ated with a speed profile. Consequently, the information supplied by the different
systems will not only change how they interact, but also constrain the system. As
the controllers must communicate with both the planner and the vehicle, the pa-
rameters that are controllable and observable will be restricted by these limitations.
The only true requirement being that the quality and robustness of the signals must
be guaranteed. Every control design engineer will eventually encounter problems
due to such restrictions, which poses a rather important question: must the system
be changed or are there alternative solutions?

3
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Planner

Controllers

Vehicle

Ego estimation
& Sensing

Figure 1.1: Diagram showing simplified overview of how an autonomous vehicle
system might be set up.

As an example, in the DARPA grand challenge conducted in 2004, the controllers
were designed for smaller vehicles to follow a trajectory [1]. While valuable lessons
were learned, the consequence of it was not a world with filled with autonomous
vehicles. The reason for this is simple: The controllers enables the car to follow a
road, but there is a myriad of situations where the implemented controllers might
not be optimal. But as solving all problems simultaneously is not wise, it is only
natural to focus on a few problems at a time. However, as a side effect, some
control solutions today are mature, while others are not. For heavy duty vehicles
(HDV), the focus of the last two decades has been on platooning [2] and more
recently on enabling vehicles to drive in a closed environment. Platooning itself is
a problem that is important to solve, as it enables HDVs to drive more efficiently
and therefore decrease the costs related to fuel consumption. However, while many
suitable controllers exist for platooning, the amount of research done regarding
longitudinal control for individual HDVs is not as extensive. Furthermore, the
systems created so far are created with platooning in mind, which also must be
considered.

This creates a conundrum, as the dynamics of a HDV can be very different and
more complex than that of a standard passenger vehicle. The stability of the system
can easily be compromised due to lower power to mass ratio, actuator saturation
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problems, substantial delays in brakes and actuators, a higher centre of gravity and
instabilities due to rode inclination [3]. Additionally, the mass of an HDV can vary
up to as much as 300% to 400% due to load [4], gear shifting can take up to two sec-
onds and the dynamics are non-linear [5]. With these physical attributes, singular
HDVs’ require controllers capable of overcoming these difficulties. However, they
should not compromise the already implemented systems. One way to approach
this is to divide the controllers into two different categories: lower-level controllers
and upper-level controllers. The lower-level controllers, more commonly known
as cruise-and retardation controllers, ensure that desired propulsion-and braking
torque is applied. These controllers are present in most HDVs’. However, by imple-
menting upper-level controllers connected in cascade with the lower-level controllers,
the system can evolve without compromising performance [3, 4, 6]. These upper-
level controllers modify the control signals sent to the lower-level controllers, which
ensures that multiple goals can be achieved. For instance, by minimising several
errors, the HDVs’ capabilities can be diversified.

Therefore, this thesis will investigate how one can effectively design an upper-
level controller for a singular HDV to enforce that it follows a trajectory in time,
without compromising systems that are already functional.

1.2 Problem Formulation
This thesis will design and investigate two longitudinal upper-level controllers for
HDVs: A PD controller and a lead compensator based on pole-placement, in a
simulation environment. The controllers’ purpose is to enable the HDV to track a
position in time without compromising already function systems. It should simul-
taneously be robust to lateral deviations and topology.

1.2.1 Thesis outline

The structure of this thesis will be as follows: Chapter 2 describes the dynamics
of the vehicle and the previous control solutions at Scania. Chapter 3 presents the
changes done to the system as a whole and the design of the implemented controllers.
Chapter 4 describes the different test cases and explain how they were generated.
Chapter 5 presents the results and analysis based on the simulation studies. Finally,
chapter 6 contains the discussion regarding the implementation and results, along
with conclusions and suggestions for future work.

1.3 Related work & Research
In terms of longitudinal upper-level controllers for vehicles in general, there are
several examples that can be found. Such an example would be a sliding mode ap-
proach, which can be found in [3]. While the Lower-level controller deals with brake
control and engine control so that desired brake-and acceleration torque is applied,
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the upper level control finds the desired torque based on the vehicles dynamics. The
advantages for such an approach is that it guarantees robust stability if the sliding
surface is properly chosen. The only drawback is that the control was designed with
platooning in mind.

Another sliding mode controller can be found in [6], where switching criteria in
terms of propulsion and braking was investigated. It is however also implemented
on a platoon, where the equilibrium is a fixed distance behind the leading vehicle.
As such, it is a second order sliding mode technique which minimises both velocity
and position error. This works also focused a great deal of minimising chattering
and robustness common to switching controllers, which can be present in sliding
mode control.

A more sophisticated control strategy is the adaptive robust controller approach,
called PIQ with adaptive gain. It is adaptive in the sense that it can adapt to
changes in the dynamics of the vehicle [4]. Moreover, it bypasses the issue of a
gain-scheduling approach, which requires a priori information of the vehicle due
to its non-linear dynamics. This is a very attractive feature when implementing a
general controller for industry applications, as the dynamics might change a great
deal depending the HDV and its load. Especially when guaranteeing stability and
robustness is not easy. While this is also implemented for platooning purposes, it
also works with singular autonomous vehicles.

There were also other controller examples found, such as LQR [5], fuzzy [7]
controller, intelligent PI [8] controller and MPC [9]. However, many of them have
shown limitations which make them undesirable for this thesis. It is difficult to
prove stability for fuzzy controllers, and a LQR does not account for restrictions in
the system. MPC would perhaps be suitable, but it would take up resources on the
hardware which can be sorely used elsewhere. In short, simplicity is desired.

One exception however is the LQR controller presented in [10], which accounts
for gear changes by including it in the cost function. Gear changes affect the actu-
ation in the sense that the system loses the ability to accelerate for a time and it
might result in jerky movements. Therefore, many platooning solutions ignore this
as gear changes are not a great concern when the velocity is kept constant. However,
it might need to be considered when designing a controller for independent HDVs’.
Therefore, it might be a suitable candidate if gear changes become a great issue in
terms of performance.

Regarding research of HDV dynamics, a great deal of attention directed to
understanding the inherent delays and lags [11]. As these are not substantial for
smaller vehicles, simplifications that can be made for personnel vehicles cannot
necessarily be made for HDVs. The proposed dynamics of the brake torque of the
service brakes are as represented in Equation (1.1)

Ṗb =
{ 1
τba

(−Pb +AbPapp(t− τa)), activation
1
τbr

(−Pb +AbPapp(t− τr)), release
(1.1)

where Pb is the pneumatic brake force, τba and τbr are time parameters for activation
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and release, τa and τr are activation and release delays, Ab are area of diaphragm
of the HDV service brakes and Papp is the applied brake pressure [11]. The brake
torque can them be found by

Tb = rdσdPb (1.2)

where σd is an empirically found parameter and rd is the brake drum radius. How-
ever, each HDV might not have braking dynamics as described in Equation (1.1).
This is relevant when considering how the retarder and the service brake cooperates.
While the retarder has slower dynamics and greater delay, the mechanical stress on
the HDV during retardation is less compared to when the service brakes are used.
Furthermore, the service brakes can be subject to brake fading, which means that
the brakes become less effective while braking due to heat and friction. Therefore,
brake-blending is often used, which is a procedure where the service brake is initially
used, but as the retarder comes into effect, the pressure supplied from the service
brakes is decreased. A simple example of this can be seen in Figure 1.2.

Time [s]

T
o
rq

u
e
 [
N

m
]

Brake blending

Total breaking torque

Retarder torque

Service breaks torque

Figure 1.2: Figure shows how the total braking torque changes over time due to
the implementation of brake-blending. Observe how the service brake torque is
decreased when the retarder torque increases, so that total braking torque is pre-
served.

Lastly, something worth mentioning is the research that has been done about
reinforcement learning [12] and integrating these with MPC approaches [13], which
could also be applicable. However, while these approaches are becoming more ca-
pable every year, they do not provide stability guarantees and require immense
computing power and were therefore discarded for this thesis.





Chapter 2

Dynamics and Former Control
Algorithm

The models used to describe the vehicle dynamics were based on separated lateral
and longitudinal models. While the lateral dynamics and controllers where not
developed in this thesis, they will be summarised in this chapter to present the
complete vehicle dynamics [14, Chapters 3 and 7]. Section 2.1 will briefly introduce
the lateral dynamics along with the lateral control algorithm used in this thesis.
Section 2.2 will describe how the lateral dynamics might impact vehicle stability and
the longitudinal control action. Finally, Section 2.3 will describe the longitudinal
vehicle dynamics and the former control algorithm that was used.

Figure 2.1: Image of an example HDV that has the same dynamical vehicle model
that is used in the thesis. Image rights belong to Scania AB.

9
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2.1 Lateral Vehicle Model

The lateral vehicle model is based on a dynamic bicycle model, depicted in Figure
2.2.

Y
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F y
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b
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b f

f b

b b

f f

Figure 2.2: Dynamic bicycle model used for the lateral dynamics in the thesis

It varies slightly from the standard bicycle model, as the HDV that the model
is based on has up to four wheels per side. Furthermore, both front axles are
incorporated in into the steering of the vehicle. An example vehicle can be seen in
Figure 2.1. The equations used to describe the vehicle model are as follows

M
(
v̇y + ψ̇vx

)
= Fyb,b + Fyb,f + Fyf,bcos δf,b + Fyf,f cos δf,f

Jzψ̈ = ffFyf,f cos δf,f + fbFyf,bcos δf,b − bfFyb,f − bbFyb,b
(2.1)

where vx is the longitudinal velocity component and vy is the lateral velocity com-
ponent. ψ is the yaw (heading) angle and ψ̇ is the yaw angle rate of change. M and
Jz denotes the mass and the inertia around the yaw axis, while the distances bb,
bf , fb and ff denote the distances from the centre of gravity to the different axles.
Furthermore, δf,b and δf,f are the two steering angles of the two front axles, which
has a relationship of δf,b = βδf,f where β is the ratio between the steering angles.
The variable vx is known in this setup, found from the longitudinal dynamics. While
the longitudinal motion will impact the lateral motion and vice versa, the equations
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that describe how the positions changes over time are largely disconnected. For
further details, the enthusiastic reader is encouraged to read [14, Chapter 3].

2.1.1 Lateral Control

The lateral control algorithm that was used is known as a Smooth-and Accurate
Model Predictive Controller (SA-MPC) [14]. The controller was developed to ensure
driving smoothness by minimising the first and second order spatial derivatives of
the vehicle curvature, and to not just minimise the lateral errors from the given
plan. This can be summarised by the following goals:

max Tracking accuracy + Driving smoothness (2.2)
s.t. Vehicle Model, (2.3)

Actuation Limits, (2.4)
Driving corridor. (2.5)

The discrete vehicle model dynamics that are used for the MPC are described by
the following equation

z(k + 1) = Ad(k)z(k) +Bd(k)u(k) + hd(k) (2.6)

where Ad, Bd and hd are the linearized and discretised system dynamics partially
based on the set of Equations (2.1), where (2.6) is also used to predict the longitudi-
nal motion for a chosen time horizon. The derived cost function and the parameters
can be found in [14, Chapter 7].

2.2 Instability and Rollover

While the dynamics are described by separate dynamics, their combined effort can
have serious consequences. When executing a turn, the lateral acceleration can
result in the HDV rolling over if certain conditions are fulfilled. Furthermore, as
HDVs’ has a high centre of gravity, the lateral acceleration required to reach insta-
bility is less than for smaller vehicles. Controlling the longitudinal velocity without
considering the lateral control actions might therefore result in system failure. In
other words, to not induce a rollover scenario, the longitudinal velocity must be
limited by the current steering and yaw angle. In the case where the slipping of the
wheels is neglected and curvature is assumed to be identical to the steering angle,
the HDV can be modelled as in Figure 2.3 [15].

As can be observed, this is static condition that assumes that no suspension
or shift of the load occurs while making a turn. The rollover phenomena may be
induced when the resultant force vector FT direction exceeds base l of the HDV

mayhT > mgl (2.7)
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Figure 2.3: This diagram demonstrates the centripetal force may acting on a HDV.
CG is the centre of gravity, and ay is the lateral acceleration experienced due to
curvature. Image was taken from [15].

where the critical lateral acceleration can be found as

ay >
gl

ht
. (2.8)

If the lateral acceleration were to exceed the value gl/ht, then rollover may be
induced. The relationship between the lateral acceleration and the longitudinal
velocity vx can be described by the following equation of centripetal force

FTy = may = m
v2
x

r
. (2.9)

Assuming that the curvature κ = 1/r is known too, the lateral acceleration is equal
to

ay = v2
xκ . (2.10)

Inserting Equation (2.10) into Equation (2.8) results in the following relationship

v2
xκ >

gl

hT
.

Hence, the critical longitudinal speed becomes

vx >

√
gl

hTκ
.

If the velocity vx where to exceeds this value, the HDV will be at risk at rolling over.
However, estimating the position of the centre of gravity is not an easy task, as it
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shifts due to varying loads and suspension dynamics. Estimating it incorrectly may
lead to an incorrect estimation of when the lateral acceleration becomes critical.
There has been research done in this subject, which can be found in [15]. However,
this critical condition will not be considered in this thesis. Instead, it will be
assumed that the generated plan and lateral controller ensures that this critical
condition is not met if the speed profile is followed within reasonable bounds.

2.3 Longitudinal Vehicle Model

The longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle are as previously mentioned non-linear
and are affected by the forces shown in Figure 2.4.

Fdrag

Fgravity
Ffricti

on

Fret

Fprop

Figure 2.4: Vehicle Figure showing the different forces acting on the vehicle. Fdrag
denotes the air drag resistance , Fgravity denotes the acceleration due to inclination,
Ffriction denotes the force due to friction while Fretarder and Fprop denotes the two
forces from the vehicle which brakes or propulses the vehicle forward.

The forces shown in Figure 2.4 can be used to find the vehicle acceleration as
described in Equation (2.11).

ax(t) = Fgravity + Fair + Ffriction + Fbrake + Fprop

M + Jw
r2
w

(2.11)

where ax is the longitudinal acceleration, M is the total mass, Jw is the inertia of
the axles and wheels while rw is the radius of the wheels. The forces themselves are
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as follows

Fgravity Encompasses the forces acting on the HDV due to gravity
Fdrag Encompasses the forces acting on the HDV due to air drag

Ffriction Encompasses the forces on HDV due to friction from the road
Fbrake Encompasses the forces acting on the HDV due to the brake systems
Fprop Encompasses the forces acting on the HDV due to the engine .

These forces encompass the greatest forces that affect the vehicle in a longitudinal
direction. The force denoted as Fgravity can be described by

Fgravity = Mg sin(α) , (2.12)

where M is the mass of the HDV, g is the gravitational constant and α is the
inclination of road. Because of the high mass of an HDV, this force can have
great impact on vehicle performance. While the gravity of course counteracts the
motion if the HDV is travelling uphill, it also accelerates the vehicle while travelling
downhill. For a smaller vehicle this may not be a concern, but because the load of
an HDV can change the mass considerably, a great inclination may result in that
the vehicle is unable to slow down to a stop while travelling downhill. This can be
problematic because, even if brake-blending is used as mentioned in Section 1.3, it
will make it more difficult to follow a specific position in time as per the problem
formulation.

The air drag resistance force is described by

Fdrag = ρCdAvv
2
x

2 (2.13)

where ρ is the density of the air, Av is the affected frontal surface area of the HDV
and Cd is known as the drag coefficient. While Av may be approximated, both Av
and Cd are found through empirical methods and vary from vehicle to vehicle.

The friction forces can be simplified by using a friction coefficient µ, but a more
complex model is used for the vehicle simulation based on how the force changes
due to the vehicles velocity. This model is estimated as a second order polynomial
and has the following equation

Ffriction =
(
CaF (v2

x − v2
ISO) + Cb(vx − vISO) + CvISO

)
Mgµ (2.14)

Where CaF , Cb and CvISO are empirically found and µ corresponds to the friction
coefficient while Mg is the normal force.

Lastly, the forces Fprop and Fbrake are also acting on the vehicle but are different
because they are controllable by the driver. The force due to the throttle can be
described using the forces on the drive-train, which can be found in [16, Chapter 3].
The drive train which supplies the torque unto the wheels is described by Figure
2.5.
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Engine Te
ωe

Clutch Tc
ωc

Gearbox TG
ωG

TG
ωG

Final Drive Tf
ωf

Wheels Tw
ωw

Figure 2.5: Figure shows the different subsystems of the drive-train, where momen-
tum is transferred and delivered unto the wheels.

Firstly, the torque supplied by the engine is directly connected to the clutch,
which is used when there is a need to switch gears. The effective torque supplied
Te(ωe, δ) is however dependent on the velocity of the engine itself, internal losses
and the amount of injected fuel δ which can also be connected to the throttle [16].
Therefore, the engine speed can be described by

Jeω̇e = Te(ωe, δ)− Tc (2.15)

Where Je is the inertia of the engine and the flywheel, a device that stores the
rotational kinetic energy. The relationship for Te is non-linear and different for
each HDV engine design, implying that an empirical function is used to deduce the
torque produced based on fuel, speed and torque.

The torque supplied is transferred from the engine to the clutch and subsequently
the gearbox. The connection between the clutch and the gearbox is considered stiff,
implying that TG = Tc and ωG = ωc. However, it will still induce non-linear
behaviour when the clutch is activated. The gearbox transforms the torque based
on the gear number so that the low torque from the high speed of the engine is
transformed to a greater produced torque. However, this results in net torque
losses as shown in Equations (2.16) and (2.17)

Tf = γGηGTG (2.16)
γGωf = ωG (2.17)

where ηg is the efficiency of the torque transfer and γG is the torque transformation.
While γG can be deduced analytically, ηg needs to be estimated empirically.

Finally, there is a shift to the final drive through the propeller drive, which
results in another torque transformation and a loss in efficiency, which is shown in
Equations (2.18) and (2.19)

Tw = γfηfTf (2.18)
γfωw = ωf (2.19)

where γf is the transformation of the torque while ηf is the efficiency of the trans-
formation.
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Lastly, the torque is connected to the wheels, which are affected by the drive-
train and the brake forces. The vehicles longitudinal velocity vx can therefore be
described by

Jwω̇w = Tw − Tb − rwFprop (2.20)
vx = rwωw (2.21)

where rw is the radius of the wheels, Fprop is the propulsion force on the vehicle
and Tb is the brake force that is applied to the wheels due to the service brakes.
If the parameters such as Te(ωe, δ), ηG and ηw are known, the complete drive-train
dynamics can be found by combining Equations (2.15), (2.16), (2.18) and (2.20)

Fprop + Fb = γGγfηGηf
rw

Te(ωe, δ)−
Jw + γ2

Gγ
2
fηGηfJe

r2
w

v̇x (2.22)

Which can be used to deduce how the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle evolves
over time.

The brake systems however are dynamically complex and are difficult to model.
As mentioned in Section 1.3, brake-blending is used to minimise the mechanical
stress on the brake systems through the retarder, while the service brake is used
to apply quick initial torque for retardation. The retarder works by slowing down
the drive-train, which can be done in many ways. From hydraulic to magnetic
solutions, Jake braking and exhaust braking, there are multiple ways to lower the
vehicles velocity. However, as these systems can be difficult to model, they can
be approximated using system identification and controlled by using closed loop
control.

2.3.1 Cruise control, Service brakes and Previous Control
Implementation

As mentioned in Section 1.1, sometimes systems are limited by how they are built,
which is the case for this thesis. The former control implementation was based on a
path following approach, where the plan had an associated speed profile. In short,
by deducing where vehicle is at the current moment, that position can be projected
unto the plan to find what velocity the position is associated with. The former
longitudinal control implementation was a state machine and a system which can
be found in Figure 2.6. The control algorithm for the system was as in Algorithm
1.

The notation [T = ...s] for each box in Figure 2.6 denotes the update time for
each separate system. While this structure has been proven to be working for an
HDV, the structure is lacking in some sense. A lower-level control system already
exists for the cruise controller and the brake systems, as shown in Figure 2.6. This
system is shown in more detail in Figure 2.7 and is already a closed loop control
system based on the error in velocity and acceleration.
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while Vehicle running do
Receive Ego parameters (v, y, ψ, v, a, ψ̇, γG);
Project unto the plan (xp, yp, ψp, vp, sp, κp);
Find sf using Look ahead (3s);
Find vref corresponding to sf ;
if Approaching end of plan then

ãref = (vref − vp)/2.5; // Calculate braking acceleration

else
ãref = 0;

end
Set ṽref = vref ;

end
Algorithm 1: The algorithm represents the former control algorithm, where a
look ahead system was used. By assuming constant velocity, the position of the
vehicle on the plan sp was used to predict where it will be 3 seconds into the future
sf . The predicted position was then used to find the corresponding reference
velocity vref on the speed profile. Braking was used as the vehicle approaches the
end of the plan.

Ego
estimation
[T = 0.02s]

Upper-level
Controllers
[T = 0.02s]

Lower-level
Controllers
[T = 0.01s]

Dynamical
vehicle
model

[Continous]

Planner
data

Plan data

Ego data

ṽref

ãref

τCC

τbrake

γreq

(v, a, ωengine)

(x, y, ψ, v, a, ψ̇, γG)

Lower-level Control System

Figure 2.6: Figure shows the complete structure of the longitudinal control system.
While the Lower-level control system is as described in Figure 2.7, the old upper-
level controllers, which are subjected to changes during this thesis can be seen in
Figure 2.8

Gear
control

Cruise
control

Brake
control

Dynamical
vehicle
model

γreq

(v, τ, γG)
ωengine

a

τbrake

τreq

τret

(x, y, ψ, v, a, ψ̇)

Lower-level Control Systemṽref

ãref

Figure 2.7: Figure shows the lower-level control system and how the controllers
interact with the vehicle dynamics.
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The three controllers in Figure 2.7 controls the gear changes and the applied
torque in terms of acceleration and the brakes. Parameters τreq and τret are sum-
marised as τCC in Figure 2.6. The state machine that is the Lower-level controller
in Figure 2.7 reads the current engine speed ωengine applied to the driveshaft, the
reference velocity and the actual velocity to deduce if the gear should be changed.
This is usually kept within the effective operating range of 900-1500 RPM, but it
is possible to operate between 500-2500 rpm [16]. While the Gear control system
operates as a state machine, the other control systems are based on PID controllers
and can be expressed as the following discrete transfer functions:

τreq(z) = 1
z

(
T M rwheel
δreqγGγf

(
vref (z)
τreq

− v(z)z(T − τreq)− τreq
zTτreq

)
+ τ(z)

)
(2.23)

τret(z) = z(
1− T

δret

)
− z

(
T M

δretγf

(
v(z)z(T − τr)− τr

zTτr
−
vref (z) + z

z−d
τr

))
(2.24)

τbrake(z) = (z + zb)2

(z − (pb + pci))(z − (pb − pci))
M(z + (2T − 1))

2(z − 1) (aref (z)− a(z))

(2.25)

which are also subject to non-linearities. Here, γG and γf are the gear transfor-
mations found in Equations (2.16) and (2.20). In Equations (2.23)-(2.25), T is the
sampling time of the system, δreq, δret, τreq and τr are tuning parameters used to
change the response time and output of the system, so that it accurately represents
reality. The brake system represented by Equation (2.25), is a low-pass second or-
der filter with two identical zeros zb and two complex stable poles (pb + pci) and
(pb − pci), which are dependent on the braking system used..

However, while the Lower-level controller is tuned and optimised, the overhead
controller does not have the same quality. While it determines the velocity and
acceleration references, it is not based on a closed loop system. It uses a longitu-
dinal state machine as can be seen in Figure 2.8. The longitudinal state machine
implementation fulfils the purpose of ensuring that the vehicle is keeping the ve-
locity of the plan with relatively small error. However, for more complex problems
such as trajectory following, the system will not have the same performance as a
proper control system. Therefore, the longitudinal state machine is the object to
be replaced with a longitudinal upper-level controller using the two control signals
ṽref and ãref .
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controllers

Longitudinal
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(ṽref , ãref , ~ulat, ...)

Upper-level Control System

Figure 2.8: Figure shows how the implementation for the upper-level controllers
worked before the thesis. The lateral controllers, while not designed in this thesis,
control the steering angle of the vehicle through ~ulat.





Chapter 3

Longitudinal Control Implementation

This chapter will describe the longitudinal controllers developed in this thesis. Sec-
tion 3.1 explains the difference between trajectory tracking and path following in
detail, along with how the HDV is projected onto the plan. Section 3.2 explains the
implementation of the virtual vehicle, which is used for position tracking. Section
3.3 describes the design of the different longitudinal controllers.

3.1 Trajectory Tracking versus Path Following

In terms of following a supplied plan from a planner, there are two main ways as
mentioned in Section 1.1. One can either implement a path following or a trajectory
following approach. Path following, which is the algorithm that the planner uses,
means that positions in the plan are associated with a speed profile. Trajectory
tracking however, associates each position in the plan with a specific time index.
An example for how this might look can be seen in Figure 3.1. When using path
following, the desired velocity for each point on the plan can be found by using linear
interpolation and assuming a constant acceleration as in Equation (3.1). This results
in a piecewise smooth velocity profile which can be used as a reference.

vref = sveh
si+1 − si

(vi+1 − vi) + vi (3.1)

The notable difference between the two is that while the path following is
smoother, the trajectory tracking approach may be more aggressive. The control
signals can become large if the position error becomes great. However, trajectory
tracking enables the vehicle to follow a desired position more accurately in time.
Furthermore, if the lateral and longitudinal controllers are coupled, a vehicle might
start to diverge from the plan while using a trajectory tracking approach as the
position error increases. However, as the controllers in this scenario are decoupled,
the vehicle will simply decelerate or accelerate if it is behind or ahead. Neverthe-
less, the user must consider the question: Is it important for the vehicle to be at a

21
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(s1, v1, ...) (s2, v2, ...) (s3, v3, ...)

(s6, v6, ...)(s7, v7, ...)(s8, v8, ...)

(s4, v4, ...)

(s5, v5, ...)

(s1, t1, ...) (s3, t3, ...)(s2, t2, ...)

(s4, t4, ...)

(s5, t5, ...)

(s6, t6, ...)(s7, t7, ...)(s8, t8, ...)

Figure 3.1: Figure shows how data may be represented with a path following and
trajectory tracking approach. The data values on the inside the plan are based on
path following and those outside the plan are based on trajectory tracking

specific moment in time or is it more important that the plan is followed accurately
in terms of velocity?

Furthermore, one additional thing to consider is that the vehicle will most likely
not track the plan perfectly, as there are delays due to sampling times and errors
between the plan and the vehicle. Two such errors that needs to be considered are
the yaw error eψ and lateral error ey, as can be seen in Figure 3.2.

(x, y)ey

κ = 1/r

eψ

ψveh

Figure 3.2: Figure shows a vehicle which is subject to yaw error eψ and lateral error
ey, along with the curvature κ of the current turn.

These errors can affect the velocity and position tracking, as the lateral and yaw
error will affect how quickly the vehicle travels along the created plan. However, the
vehicle must be projected onto the plan based on its current position to accomplish
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this. The process of doing this can be rather complex and will be explained in the
next Section.

3.1.1 Vehicle Projection

Projecting the vehicle onto the plan can be done by first finding the points pi and
pi+1 on the plan that is closest to the vehicle as shown in Figure 3.3.

(xi, yi, ψi, vi, si, κi) = pi

pi+1 = (xi+1, yi+1, ψi+1, vi+1, si+1, κi+1)

r1

r2

R(x, y)

rp

ψp
ψratio

Figure 3.3: Figure shows how the vehicle parameters are found by projecting unto
an assumed arc. Note that the image is for demonstration purposes and the dis-
tance between each point p on the plan is in reality smaller. At the red cross, the
following parameters are found: (xp, yp, ψp, vp, sp, κp), which shows the current plan
parameters. R stands for centre of rotation, while r1 and r2 is the radius from the
centre of rotation R to the points given by the plan.

The plan is created with a few set points of equal distance where some ego-
related data is associated with each point. In the path following approach, this
data is the x and y position, the yaw angle ψ, the velocity v, the distance travelled
on the plan s and the curvature κ, as can be seen in Figure 3.3. By assuming that
the rate of change is linear between the two different points, and that ψi 6= ψi+1
the vehicles projected parameters can be found by following Algorithm 2.
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while Vehicle running do
// Find the two closest points pi and pi+1 on the plan

[pi, pi+1] = min(
√

(xj+1 − xj)2 + (yj+1 − yj)2) {∀j ∈ [0, N − 1] ⊂ Z};
if ψi+1 6= ψi then

// Solve Li and Li+1 to find centre of rotation R(x,y)

R(x,y) =

Li : y = sin(ψi+pi/2)
cos(ψi+pi/2)x+ (yi − sin(ψi+pi/2)

cos(ψi+pi/2)xi)
Li+1 : y = sin(ψi+1+pi/2)

cos(ψi+1+pi/2)x+ (yi+1 − sin(ψi+1+pi/2)
cos(ψi+1+pi/2)xi+1)

// Find the angle ψratio

ψratio = tan
(
yveh−y
xveh−x

)
;

// Find the ratio pr

pr = ψratio−ψLi
ψLi+1−ψLi

=
ψratio−

sin(ψi+pi/2)
cos(ψi+pi/2)

sin(ψi+1+pi/2)
cos(ψi+1+pi/2)−

sin(ψi+pi/2)
cos(ψi+pi/2)

else
// Find the two perpendicular lines L1 and L2

L1 : yveh = −(xi+1−xi)
(yi+1−yi) xveh + b ;

L2 : yi+1 = (yi+1−yi)
(xi+1−xi)xi+1 +m;

// Find where coordinates (xp, yp) where L1 and L2 intersects by

// solving the system of equations

(xp, yp) =

yp = −(xi+1−xi)
(yi+1−yi) xp + b

yp = (yi+1−yi)
(xi+1−xi)xp +m

// Find the ratio pr

pr =
√

(yp−yi)2+(xp+xi)2√
(yi+1−yi)2+(xi+1+xi)2 ;

end
rp = (r2 − r1)pr + r1;
xp = x+ rpcos(ψratio);
yp = y + rpsin(ψratio);
ψp = (ψi+1 − ψi)pr + ψi ;
vp = (vi+1 − vi)pr + vi ;
sp = (si+1 − si)pr + si ;
κp = (κi+1 − κi)pr + κi ;

end
Algorithm 2: The algorithm represents how the vehicle is projected unto the
plan. If ψi+1 6= ψi, it is assumed there is an arc between the points. This can be
found by finding the centre of rotation. If ψi+1 = ψi, then the projection is found
by looking at the intersection line L2 between pi and pi+1 and a perpendicular
line L1 which passes through the vehicles position pveh.
Using the two different algorithms, the vehicles position in terms of the plan can

be found, which then can be used to calculate the errors in relation to the plan.
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Dealing with lateral disturbances

Using the algorithm presented in Section 3.1.1, one can find the lateral error ey
and yaw error eψ by finding the difference between the points with the parameters
(xp, yp, ψp) and (x, y, ψveh) as shown in Figure 3.2, which results in

ey =
√

(xp − x)2 + (yp − y)2 (3.2)
eψ = ψp − ψveh (3.3)

and then these errors can be used to deduce how fast the vehicle travels along the
created plan, based on Equation (3.4)

ṡ = κp
κp − ey

vx cos(eψ) . (3.4)

This is important because it does not only show how these errors affect the vehicle
while following the plan, but it can also be used to minimise how these errors affect
the longitudinal movement in terms of following the plan. By assuming that the
ideal case would be that ṡ = ṽrefp and that the velocity of the HDV is vx, Equation
(3.4) can also be rewritten as

vp = κp
κp − ey

vx cos(eψ)→ vx = vp
κp − ey
κp

1
cos(eψ) . (3.5)

As can be seen in Equation (3.5), if the errors are known, they can be used to
deduce what velocity the vehicle should have to achieve the desired value of ṡ. By
then assigning the control signal to the lower-level controllers such that ṽref = vx,
these errors can be incorporated into the controller design instead of simply acting
as disturbances for the longitudinal controller. However, if eψ = π/2 then Equation
(3.5) approaches infinity, which is of course a problem. However, this error value
implies that the HDV would be travelling in a perpendicular direction in comparison
to the plan. Therefore, it is reasonable to apply a saturation on the yaw angle.
Ideally though, this should not occur when the plan is generated.

However, this is not enough, as there is a need to implement a trajectory track-
ing approach to track the position accurately. But as the input plan is based on
path following, this data needs to be converted in such a way that one can deduce
where one is supposed to be in time. In order to achieve this, a virtual vehicle is
implemented, as described in Section 3.2.

3.2 Virtual Vehicle for Trajectory Tracking
The idea behind this concept is rather simple: The virtual vehicle is the represen-
tation of how the vehicle would travel if it could track the created plan perfectly,
with respect to certain assumptions. This means that the lateral error ey and the
yaw error eψ are set to zero and vp = vx holds for Equation (3.5). Furthermore, it
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is assumed that non-linearities such as gear changes are not present, there are no
efficiency losses and the vehicles velocity is equal to that of the speed profiles. The
acceleration between the different points in the plan is set to be constant, so that
minimal numerical losses occur due to the sampling time.

The reason for why this is a suitable solution during a transition from path
following to trajectory tracking, is that if the virtual vehicle follows the velocities
that are associated with the plan perfectly, it will also follow the plan perfectly in
time. In short, the vehicle will be where it is supposed to be.

This also means that a position error es can be found, which is the distance
travelled by the virtual vehicle compared to the distance travelled by the real vehicle
along the plan, as can be seen in Figure 3.4

essveh

Real vehicle

svirtual

Virtual vehicle

Figure 3.4: This figure demonstrates the real vehicle, the virtual vehicle and the
position error es.

The algorithm for how the virtual vehicle travels is as follows:

1. Much like in the plan projection algorithm described in Section 3.1.1, the
two closest points on the plan in terms of travelled distance are found with
Equation (3.6), where si ∈ S and S is generated by the plan.

pclosest = min(|svirtual − si|) {∀i ∈ [0, N − 1] ⊂ Z} (3.6)

2. Under the assumption that acceleration in constant between the points on the
plan, this acceleration can be found by assuming that the work is equal to the
change in kinetic energy:

(si+1 − si)Ma =
Mv2

i+1
2 − Mv2

i

2 → a =
v2
i+1 − v2

i

2(si+1 − si)

3. Then, the new position and velocity for the virtual vehicle is calculated by

svirtual(k + 1) = aT 2

2 + vvirtual(k)T + svirtual(k) (3.7)

vvirtual(k + 1) = aT + vvirtual(k) (3.8)

where T is the sampling time of the control system.

4. Finally, it is important to also check where the virtual HDV is after each
iteration. Should it pass the point that is ahead, the acceleration would be
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different and that needs to be accounted for in the implementation. This was
done by measuring the ratio (svirtual − si)/(si+1 − si), and if it exceeded one,
this was accounted for.

With this implementation, the position error es can be used in order to ensure
that the error between the real vehicle and the virtual vehicle is minimised. The
controller used will be presented in Section 3.3.

3.3 Longitudinal Controllers
When designing the initial longitudinal controllers based on the presented virtual
vehicle implementation, the ambition was to first to use a a basic controller to see
how well the system performs. Should this be a suitable solution, more complex
controllers would be implemented to account for the non-linear dynamics. As the
controller is based on a cascade control, the delays, possible lead/lag and saturations
need to be accounted for in order to design the controller properly. Therefore, the
first basic controller to be presented will be one based on a PD controller and a lead
compensator, and an associated service brake controller based on position error and
external forces, as can be seen in Figure 2.4.

3.3.1 PD Controller
Figure 3.5 illustrates the block diagram of the PD controller

+−

+−

Kd

Kp

+ +

vref

vveh

sref

sveh

ev

es

u ṽref

Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the proposed PD controller.

As noted in the control structure, it is a relatively simple control structure with a
proportional and a derivative gain. The reason why these two are used without any
integral gain, is that the steady state error was zero when different configurations
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were attempted. The KD gain was added as there was a noticeable value for KP

where the system became unstable and the system was subject to a lot of oscillations.
Therefore, the KD gain was added to decrease these oscillations. Furthermore, the
reference signal vref is also added unto the end. The reference velocity is the speed
of the virtual vehicle, as that is the desired velocity if the errors are zero. The
reason for why this is used, is that while we want the position and velocity error to
go towards zero, the output ṽref would also approach zero unless the term vref was
added unto the control design.

In terms of controller tuning, the method used was based on the Ziegler-Nichols
method for PD controller tuning, where the PD parameters are tuned as described
in table 3.1

Parameter Tuning Value
KP 0.8Ku

Td Tu/8
KD KpTd

Table 3.1: The different tuning parameters obtained via the Ziegler-Nichols method.
Ku is the proportional gain where the system is marginally stable and Tu corre-
sponds to the oscillation period when Ku is applied.

The reason for this was to see where the controller became unstable and to see
whether these tuning parameters can achieve better results than other approaches.
In the method implementation, Ku and Tu are the proportional gain and the oscil-
lation period when the ultimate gain before instability is used. The results of this
tuning can be found in table 3.2

Parameter Value
KP 1.84
Td 1.3125
KD 2.4150

Table 3.2: Table shows the found tuning values for based on the Ziegler-Nichols
method.

The bode diagram for the controller can be found in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Bode diagram of the PD controller from sref to u as in image 3.5.

3.3.2 Lead Compensator
Based on a more complex approach, the lead-compensating controller was chosen as
it has the same properties as a PD-controller implementation. However, instead of
using trial-and error tuning methods such as the Ziegler-Nichols method, the tuning
can be motivated with a better understanding of the system. The control diagram
can be seen in Figure 3.7.

+− Kd
z−z0
z−p0 +

vref

sref

sveh

es u ṽref

Figure 3.7: The diagram shows the structure of the lead compensator.

The basis for the lead compensator approach is to find the proper tuning pa-
rameters based on the response of the system. However, this requires that system
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model is used. As the model is non-linear but stable due to the closed-loop from
the cruise controller and brake systems, system identification was used to estimate
this non-linear model with a linear one. The reasoning being that the gear changes
and non-linear dynamics would make it suitable to create a adaptive-gain approach,
either by looking at different gears or velocities.

By feeding different control inputs into the closed loop system of the lower-
level controllers and vehicle dynamical model, such as steps and ramps of different
amplitudes, the response of the vehicles velocity v was estimated as

Gc(z) = z−k
a0 + a1z

−1

b0 + b1z−1 + b2z−2 , (3.9)

where k is the input/output delay, a0 and a1 are the coefficients for the estimated
zeros and b0, b1 and b2 are the coefficients for the estimated poles. This form of the
discrete transfer function was picked using system identification tools by looking
at which had the best fit using minimum square error. Minimum square error was
deemed suitable as no disturbances were present in the measurements and control
signals of the simulation. However, as the controller uses the error in terms of
distance travelled, a discrete integrator was also used on the form

I(z) = T

1− z−1 ,

where T is the sample time and is known, which means that the complete model of
the system was estimated to be

Gv(z) = T

1− z−1 z
−k a0 + a1z

−1

b0 + b1z−1 + b2z−2 (3.10)

Then, pole placement was used along with a root locus approach to design a
lead compensator on the form

LC(z) = Kd
z − z0
z − p0

(3.11)

where z0 cancels one stable pole in favour of a smaller pole p0 for a faster response,
which implies that |z0| > |p0| the gain Kd is equal to

Kd = 1− p0
1− z0

. (3.12)

Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that while the retarder and the drive-train have
slightly different responses, the estimated transfer functions had almost identical
zeros and poles. Therefore, it was deemed that switching between lead compensators
was deemed not beneficial due to the effects of chattering. The gain scheduling
approach were considered, but some additional factors were discovered:

• Using system identification, the poles and zeros found at different velocities
seemed were nearly identical. Therefore, switching between compensators did
not improve performance, but rather introduced problems due to chattering
when attempted.
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• When studying system identification for different gears, due to non-linear map-
pings in torque efficiency and saturation’s, estimating it using linear system
identification was not appropriate.

Therefore, one singular lead compensator design was appropriate. The results of
the tuning and the controller performance can be found in Table 3.3.

Parameter Value
Kd 27
z0 0.9963
p0 0.9

Table 3.3: Table shows the found values for the lead-compensating controller using
pole-placement techniques.

The Bode diagram for the controller can be found in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Bode diagram of the Lead compensator from sref to u as in image 3.7.
As can be observed, the phase maxima is different from the PD controller as can
be seen in 3.6.

3.3.3 Brake Control Implementation

Because of the fact that the service brakes on a HDV can be subject to mechanical
stress, performance will decrease over time. Therefore, it is good to use the service
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brakes as seldom as possible. Furthermore, if they are used over an extended period
of time or the brakes are turned on/off with a high frequency, the brake torque
will decrease due to brake fading as ease as described in Section 1.3. There must
therefore be some kind of decision making on when to use the service brakes. The
solution that was implemented was based on the fact that the velocity is controlled
by two upper-level controllers in parallel, but also on the fact that there is infor-
mation available in terms of topology Fgravity, air drag resistance parameters Fdrag
and rolling resistance Ffriction. As these are considered to be accurate, the forces
that are acting against and with the motion of the vehicle can be estimated. This
created the following state diagram as can be seen in Figure 3.9 to decide when
brakes should be used.

aref > (aenv + aveh) &
es < 0: ãref = aref

aref < (aenv + aveh) &
es < 0: ãref = aref

aref < (aenv + aveh) &
es > 0: ãref = aref

aref > (aenv + aveh) &
es > 0

Brake:
On

Brake:
On

Brake:
Off

Brake:
Off

Brake:
On

Brake:
On

Brake:
Off

Brake:
Off

Figure 3.9: The Figure shows the state diagram for when to activate the service
brakes. The parameters aenv and es are the environmental forces and position error
respectively.

The state diagram was configured as in Figure 3.9 due to the following reasoning:

• aref > aenv +avehicle & es > 0: Position error is positive and the acceleration
of the virtual vehicle is greater than the environmental forces and the vehicles
acceleration. The HDV needs to increase its velocity to minimise es.

• aref < aenv +avehicle & es > 0: Position error is positive and the acceleration
of the virtual vehicle is less than the environmental forces and the vehicles
acceleration. The virtual vehicle is decelerating, but the HDV must minimise
es.

• aref > aenv+avehicle & es < 0: Position error is negative and the acceleration
of the virtual vehicle is greater than the environmental forces and the vehicles
acceleration. To approach es = 0, one can decrease the velocity reference ṽref .
Using service brakes is not necessary.
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• aref < aenv+avehicle & es < 0: Position error is negative and the acceleration
of the virtual vehicle is less than the environmental forces and the vehicles
acceleration. Service brakes must be used to reach es = 0 and should be used
until aref > (aenv + aveh) & es > 0 is achieved to ensure that chattering does
not occur.

The reason for as to why the brake reference ãref = aref was used, was to ensure
that the vehicle followed the negative acceleration of the plan while the upper-level
controller for the cruise controller and retarder steer the position error es towards
zero. Furthermore, while the acceleration of the vehicle can be prone to high changes
in acceleration due to measurement errors, the plan acceleration is not subject to
the same issues.





Chapter 4

Trajectory Generation and Test Cases

To evaluate the performance of the designed controllers, the position error es and
velocity error ev need to be observed in generated test cases. Furthermore, the
controllers will be tested in terms of lateral and external disturbances. Section 4.1
will present the methods used to generate the plans. Section 4.2 will demonstrate
the variety of used test cases. All test cases and controllers were implemented
with Matlab 2016b and Simulink, as that was the basis for the former control
implementation and vehicle model.

4.1 Trajectory Generation
As presented in Section 3.1.1, each point in the plan must contain the following
information: (x, y, ψ, v, s, κ), which consists of the position coordinates, the yaw
angle, the speed profile, the distance travelled and the curvature. Furthermore, the
transition between each data point must be relatively smooth to obtain acceptable
performance. Therefore, a set of data points P were created in terms of {pi =
(xi, yi, ti) ∈ P; i ∈ [1, 2, ..., N ] ⊂ Z}, which are the points that the plan is based
on along with an assumed time index on when the point is reached. However, as a
speed profile is used, this time index was only used to generate the path in terms
of (x, y, ψ, s, κ) and not v. Using cubic spline interpolation, the general System of
polynomial Equations given by (4.1) and (4.2)

xi = Xj(ti) = ajt
3
i + bjt

2
i + cjti + dj

xi = Xj+1(ti) = aj+1t
3
i + bj+1t

2
i + cj+1ti + dj+1

dXj+1(ti)
dt = dXj(ti)

dt
d2Xj+1(ti)

dt2 = d2Xj(ti+1)
dt2

(4.1)

yi = Yj(ti) = ejt
3
i + fjt

2
i + gjti + hj

yi = Yj+1(ti) = ej+1t
3
i + fj+1t

2
i + gj+1ti + hj+1

dYj+1(ti)
dt = dYj(ti)

dt
d2Yj+1(ti)

dt2 = d2Yj(ti+1)
dt2

(4.2)
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where {j ∈ [1, 2, ..N − 1] ⊂ Z} is solved between each point pi and pi+1 resulting in
2(N − 1) cubic polynomials Xj(t) & Yj(t), providing a smooth trajectory. The in-
troduced constraints ensure the continuity of the first- and second-order derivatives
between each cubic polynomial function. The set amount of data points is limited
to N = 15 in this thesis, as it is enough to generate the necessary test cases.

Then, it was necessary to generate the yaw angle, velocity, distance and curva-
ture between each point in P. As we have generated continuous cubic polynomials
between each set of points pi and pi+1, the signed curvature can be obtained by
using the cubic splines between each set of points in Equation (4.3).

κ = X ′i(t)Yi(t)−Xi(t)Yi(t)′

(Xi(t)′′ + Yi(t)′′)(3/2) , t ∈ [ti, ti+1], i ∈ [1, . . . , N ] (4.3)

Using Equation (4.3) gives the curvature for each singular point along the path.
The yaw angle was found in a similar way, using the derivative of each set of

polynomials (Xj(t), Yj(t)) with respect to t and then limiting it to ψ ∈ [−π, π] as
in Equation (4.4).

ψ =

sgn(Yi(t)′)π + arctan
(
Yi(t)′

Xi(t)′

)
if Xi(t)′ < 0

arctan
(
Yi(t)′

Xi(t)′

)
if Xi(t)′ ≥ 0

t ∈ [ti, ti+1], i ∈ [1, . . . , N ]

(4.4)
Then the distance is found as

s =
N∑
i=1

∫ ti+1

ti

√
(Xi(t)′2 + Yi(t)′2)dt (4.5)

Using these expressions, we could extend each dataset to contain xi, yi, ψi, si, κi.
The velocity each point vi however is generated a bit differently, as it was dis-

connected from the other parameters when generated. However, using splines which
requires that the function is continuous up to the second-order derivative, would
be very strict in terms of physical parameters (the second-order derivative of veloc-
ity). The velocity is therefore limited to being continuous in the first derivative and
Piece-wise Cubic Hermite Interpolation is used. This ensures that one variable is
free, which can result in jumps in velocity, but picking the velocity in a reasonable
manner ensures that this creates a smooth plan. To create the speed profile, the
System of Equations (4.6) is used

vj(s) = ajs
3 + bjs

2 + cjs+ dvj
vj+1(s) = aj+1s

3 + bj+1s
2 + cj+1s+ dj+1

vj+1(si) = vj(si)
dvj+1(si)

ds = dvj(si)
ds

(4.6)

Observe however the coefficients in Equation (4.6) are not the same as in the System
of Equations (4.1).
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However, the limitations on the HDV in terms of centre of gravity and steering
angle are usually integrated into the plan generation, as described in Section 1.3.
This is not done in this thesis, but the HDV in the test cases will not drive faster
than 50kph and not execute sharp lateral manoeuvres, so it is assumed that the
HDV will not be at risk of rollover.

4.2 Tests

In terms of different tests, there were three different cases which were developed
based on the plan generation explained in Section 4.1. The first one is a test case
with no turns, but a varying velocity profile with both accelerations and deceler-
ation’s. The second test case is with constant speed but with lane changes. The
third test was with changing topology, while the speed profile remained constant.

4.2.1 Tracking Virtual Vehicle

To see how well the longitudinal controller tracks the virtual vehicle, the first test
is a straight plan with increasing velocity and decreasing velocity, to see how the
velocity error and position error are affected. However, as the virtual vehicle can
have an initial velocity that is non-zero, this will also be attempted to see how the
controller reacts to great initial differences in es and ev. This track travelled in
terms of coordinates can be seen in Figure 4.1 and the associated velocity plan can
be found in Figure 4.2, while the whole picture can be found in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.1: Road profile that is used as a plan for test one.
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Figure 4.2: Velocity profile that the HDV tries to follow. The encircled points are
associated with the encircled points in Figure 4.1. The associated velocities are
15kph, 30kph and 45kph.
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4.2.2 Lane Changes with Constant Velocity

To examine how well the longitudinal controller attenuates the disturbances caused
by lateral displacement, a test case with two lane changes was created. A Swedish
highway has a standard of 6 meters in width for two lanes. While performing a
lane change, the lateral difference in these lane changes would be 3m. Note that
these scenarios could also be viewed as overtaking. However, an HDV does not
often execute overtaking manoeuvres. In this test, the velocity is constant, except
for acceleration in the beginning and deceleration in the end. Figure 4.4 shows the
associated x and y coordinates, Figure 4.5 demonstrates the associated velocities
and Figure 4.6 depicts the complete images.

Figure 4.4: Road profile that is used as a plan for test two.
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Figure 4.5: Velocity profile for test case two. The encircled points are associated
with the encircled points in Figure 4.4.
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4.2.3 Topology with Constant Velocity
The road grade refers to the angle of inclination (from the horizontal) of a road,
which has a crucial impact on the longitudinal forces acting on the vehicle. In re-
turn, it results in time varying disturbances which deteriorate the tracking and cruise
performance. To investigate the effect of how road grade profiles affect the perfor-
mance, a test track based on measurements taken while driving between Södertälje
and Norrtälje was used, as displayed in Figure 4.7. As the area of interest was how
these external forces affected the control performance, the velocity was kept to a
constant velocity of 50kph.
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Figure 4.7: The Figure shows the mapping between topology in terms of altitude
and coordinates. The velocity is set to be constant.





Chapter 5

Simulation Studies and Analysis

This chapter presents the withheld results from the simulation studies from the for-
mer implementation and the new controllers. Each test case will be presented con-
secutively. Section 5.1 presents the results from test case one, Section 5.3 presents
test case 2 and Section 5.4 presents test case 3.

5.1 Test case one

The Figures 5.1a-5.1f demonstrate the results for the initial test case in terms of
velocity and its error ev. All controllers decreased the velocity error to zero when
steady state was reached and only increased when the velocity reference changes. It
is also worth noting that all systems behave in a stable manner. The greatest dif-
ference however in the implemented position controllers is the substantial reference
velocity ṽref (control signal) in Figures 5.1c and 5.1e. The reason is the increasing
position error es as the virtual vehicle has an initial velocity that is non-zero. It is
also necessary to minimise es. However, the fact that it increases the control signal
implies that it might be suitable to implement saturation limits. However, if the
vehicle does not reach any error states due to a large yaw angle error eψ compared
to the plan, the vehicle should always catch up to the virtual vehicle unless it drives
at the maximum possible velocity.

It is also worth noting that gear changes affected the vehicle by decreasing the
vehicles velocity for a short period. This caused the control signal to increase, but es
was kept to a minimum. The greatest velocity errors in terms of the state machine
was when the vehicle was to brake, where it increased up to 2m/s. With the new
upper-level regulators however, the velocity error was much smaller than for the
former implementation, especially when braking.

43
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(a) Result for the Longitudinal State machine in for test
case one. The reference velocity is the control signal
ṽref sent to the lower-level controllers.
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(b) The velocity error for the Longitudinal State ma-
chine when executing test case one.
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(c) Result for the PD controller in for test case one.
The reference velocity is the control signal ṽref sent to
the lower-level controllers.
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(d) The velocity error for the PD controller when exe-
cuting test case one.
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(e) Result for the Lead compensator in for test case
one. The reference velocity is the control signal ṽref
sent to the lower-level controllers.
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(f) The velocity error for the Lead compensator when
executing test case one.
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The Figures 5.1g-5.1l demonstrate how the vehicle travels in comparison to the
virtual vehicle. As can be seen, the longitudinal state machine has considerable
errors in terms of tracking the position correctly. Every acceleration or deceleration
increases or decreases it significantly. However, these issues are resolved with the
new upper-level controllers. The position error es are close to zero in steady state
but is affected when the virtual vehicle moves from a steady state. Gear changes
seem to increase the position error noticeably, but it is kept within 2m. Considering
how fast the vehicles are travelling, the time difference between the real and the
virtual vehicle is relatively small. However, best performance is of course achieved
when steady state is held.
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(g) Result for the Longitudinal State machine, shows
the distance travelled by the real vehicle and the Vir-
tual vehicle at any given moment.
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(h) The position error for the Longitudinal State ma-
chine when executing test case one.
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(i) Result for the PD controller, shows the distance
travelled by the real vehicle and the Virtual vehicle at
any given moment.
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(j) The position error for the PD controller when exe-
cuting test case one.
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(k) Result for the Lead compensator, shows the distance
travelled by the real vehicle and the Virtual vehicle at
any given moment.
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(l) The position error for the Lead compensator when
executing test case one.

5.2 Test case one (with service brakes)

The Figures 5.2a-5.2h demonstrate the differences when service brake algorithm
described in Section 3.3.3 is used in test case one. The braking algorithm decreases
es and ev further when the vehicle must decelerate, but only activates when it is
necessary. As such, it improves the upper-regulator performance. However, the
control signal itself seem to be subject to high-frequency oscillations which might
be undesirable. It might be possible to filter these out using a low-pass filter, but it
might be more appropriate to consider if there is a better control signal to be used
besides the acceleration reference aref measured from the velocity of the virtual
vehicle.
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(a) Result for the PD controller, shows the measured
velocities when the service brakes are used.
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(b) Result for the PD controller in terms of velocity
error.
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(c) Result for the Lead compensator, shows the mea-
sured velocities when the service brakes are used.
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(d) Result for the Lead compensator in terms of velocity
error.
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(e) Result for the PD controller, shows the performance
of the service braking algorithm in terms of when it is
turned on/off and the control signal aref . When the
Brake activated signal is one, the brake acceleration is
forwarded to the lower-lever regulators. Otherwise, it
is zero.
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(f) The position error for the PD controller when exe-
cuting test case one with brakes.
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(g) Result for the Lead compensator, shows the per-
formance of the service braking algorithm in terms of
when it is turned on/off and the control signal aref .
When the Brake activated signal is one, the brake ac-
celeration is forwarded to the lower-lever regulators.
Otherwise, it is zero.
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(h) The position error for the Lead compensator when
executing test case one with brakes.

5.3 Test case two
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(a) Figure shows the position error es for the Longitu-
dinal state machine.
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(b) Figure shows the velocities and the control signal
for the Longitudinal state machine. The non-linearities
observed in the velocities are due to gear changes.
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(c) Figure shows the position error es for the PD con-
troller.
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(d) Figure shows the velocities and the control signal
for the PD controller. The non-linearities observed in
the velocities are due to gear changes.
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(e) Figure shows the position error es for the Lead com-
pensator.
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(f) Figure shows the velocities and the control signal for
the Lead compensator. The non-linearities observed in
the velocities are due to gear changes.

The Figures 5.3a-5.3f present the velocities and position error es for test case two.
For the longitudinal state machine, the position error remains large after the accel-
eration. However, as the yaw angle changes, it does not affect the steady state. The
same can be observed for the newly implemented regulators, except the position
error approaches zero. The main reason for why this is, is that the lateral errors
ey and eψ are relatively small, as can be seen in Figures 5.3g-5.4b. Therefore, the
deviations do not affect the vehicle considerably, as the vehicle follows the plan with
high accuracy. Therefore, both the previous implementation and the new one seems
to be robust to lateral changes. However, as can be observed, the longitudinal state
machine does not minimise the position error.
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(g) Figure shows the yaw angle of the vehicle and the
virtual vehicle for the Longitudinal state machine.
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(h) Figure shows the yaw angle error eψ for the Longi-
tudinal state machine.
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(i) Figure shows the yaw angle of the vehicle and the
virtual vehicle for the PD controller.
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(j) Figure shows the yaw angle error eψ for the PD
controller.
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(k) Figure shows the yaw angle of the vehicle and the
virtual vehicle for the Lead compensator.
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(l) Figure shows the yaw angle error eψ for the Lead
compensator.
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5.4 Test case three
Figures 5.4a-5.4f demonstrates the velocity error ev and position error es when the
topology is introduced. For the state machine, es increase due to the topology, but
ev is kept almost at steady state. However, ev does increase when sudden changes
in the topology occur. For the upper-level controllers however, both es and ev
approaches zero as the vehicle approaches the virtual one. This is advantageous, as
it shows that the vehicle is robust to changes in topology and how external forces
affect the vehicle. In terms of most appropriate regulator, the lead compensator
approached the steady state more smoothly than the PD controller. Although both
minimised the errors to zero.
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(a) Position error es measured for the Longitudinal
state machine when topology is introduced.
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(b) Velocity error ev for the Longitudinal state machine
when topology is introduced.
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(c) Position error es measured for the PD controller
when topology is introduced.
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(d) Velocity error ev for the PD controller when topol-
ogy is introduced.
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(e) Position error es measured for the Lead compensator
when topology is introduced.
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(f) Velocity error ev for the Lead compensator when
topology is introduced.

5.5 Summary
In summary, the results for the different tests in terms of error are summarised
in table 5.1. As is noted in the table, the upper-level regulators decreased the
position error significantly. With a mean es error below 20cm in all cases except
test case 2, the regulators improved the performance significantly. Moreover, the
upper-level regulators decreased the velocity error ev too in all tests, implying that
the controllers contribute significantly to vehicle performance if it is important to
track it in time, especially when topology was introduced.

Controller Test Mean es min es max es Mean ev min ev max ev
State 1 25.7440 -17.9716 49.1348 0.1774 -1.3960 0.1808

machine 2 5.4101 -8.5906 0.2221 0.0869 -0.3727 0.5329
3 107.2658 10.2443 133.1893 0.3282 -0.8890 7.6455

PD 1 0.1432 -1.6320 0.7956 0.0300 -0.4551 0.4420
(SB) 1 0.0561 -0.2646 0.7956 0.0196 -0.2812 0.4420
(SB) 2 0.2106 -0.5158 1.3471 0.0688 -0.5864 0.3970
(SB) 3 0.0086 -0.0449 0.0193 0.0013 -0.0209 0.0419
Lead 1 0.2949 -1.9544 1.6175 0.0439 -0.3622 0.7921
(SB) 1 0.1851 -1.1693 1.6175 0.0355 -0.3940 0.7921
(SB) 2 0.6461 0.0168 2.5569 0.0730 -0.4131 0.4267
(SB) 3 0.0401 -0.2028 0.1153 0.0051 -0.0788 0.0705

Table 5.1: Table shows controller performance in terms of position and velocity
errors, in terms of mean, minimum and maximum. (SB) in the controller column
denotes service brake algorithm, which are applied in the rows with this notation.
Since the initial velocity of the virtual vehicle and the real vehicle was different, the
measurements are taken after ev became almost non-zero. All units are given in
meters [m].
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Discussion and conclusion

The implementation of the different longitudinal controllers with a virtual vehicle
showed promising results. The position error es was considerable in all test cases for
the longitudinal state machine, which was expected, as it did not track the vehicle
in time. However, even with the implemented longitudinal controllers, the system
performance in velocity tracking was not compromised. This can be a common
problem with position-based controllers, as an upper-level position-based controller
can make the control signal ṽref more erratic. However, this was proven to not
be the case in these test cases. Furthermore, based on the tests conducted, the
implemented controllers were stable to disturbances created by changes in heading
(yaw) angle and lateral position, but so was the state machine. It could therefore
be interesting to subject the controllers to more aggressive lateral disturbances, so
see how it affects its performance.

When comparing the longitudinal controllers, it is noticeable that while the PD
controller approach could ensure a smaller minimal error and was more robust to
changes in the longitudinal velocity, However, the lead compensator had a much
smoother response, which might be desirable for the vehicles performance in terms
of passenger experience. Nevertheless, both systems could ensure near zero position
error for constant velocity.

The controller for the service brake system performance was also showing results
that were acceptable, as it minimised all negative position error. It also did not dis-
play any erratic behaviour in terms of when it was turned on and off. The only issue
was determining a suitable reference signal ãref . While it was small in amplitude,
it was prone to great frequency changes due to that the acceleration reference can
only be measured from the position or velocity and not directly. However, it might
be possible to solve this by either fining a more suitable control signal or applying
a suitable low-pass filter to deal with the high frequencies.

Furthermore, the system also proved to be robust to changes in topology, as
there were no difficulties in attempting to keep a constant speed while tracking the
virtual vehicle in time both for negative and positive inclination. In conclusion,
while both controller’s performance could be improved, they both improved the
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system performance with respect to the goal.
The main issue however, were the control signals generated when the position

error became large, especially when topology was present. These occur as the
virtual vehicle has a non-zero initial velocity. Therefore, the position error will
increase before it will decrease. The problem this results in, is besides making the
vehicle perform at its uttermost limits in terms of actuation, is the possibility of
the vehicle driving much faster than what the plan intends. If a curve would then
occur, it might induce rollover due to the size of the lateral acceleration. However,
these problems can not be removed by simply restricting the control signal through
saturation. The error will still force the vehicle to perform at its uttermost limits
and sometimes this might actually be necessary. Therefore, the real lesson of this
is to consider restrictions in the system dynamics when generating the plan. This
leads to much smoother response and less aggressive control signals, without any
use of saturation.

6.1 Future Work
In terms of future work, there are three main things that are areas of interest and
could be implemented. Firstly, while the controllers implemented improved perfor-
mance, they were not non-linear based controllers. Therefore, it would be interesting
to create such a controller to see how performance improves. Furthermore, there
was not any tests on how sensor noise affect controller performance, so a robust
controller would also be of interest. One suggestion on how to do this would be
implementing a robust sliding mode controller, were the equilibrium would be the
virtual vehicle which one uses as a reference. Furthermore, one could use solutions
here that are based platooning controllers, as one can minimise the error between
the virtual vehicle and the real vehicle much like how a platooning controller does,
but towards another real vehicle.

Secondly, while it was not explored here, a real HDV can have difficulties in
terms of assessing the torque supplied while braking and accelerating, as this is not
deterministic. Therefore, it might be suitable to investigate if one were interested
in dealing with high precision stopping scenarios.

Finally, but which is also included into the second point, would be to implement
the longitudinal controllers on a real HDV. By doing this one could explore how
well it performs in terms of robustness and how well the position error is minimised,
and to see how well it would remove the errors that were present when only the
longitudinal state machine was present.
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